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ABSTRACT
Metal-based MHEs are of current interest due to the combination of high heat
transfer performance and improved mechanical integrity. Efficient methods for
fabrication and assembly of functional metal-based MHEs are essential to ensure the
economic viability of such devices. The present study focuses on the results of heat
transfer testing of assembled Cu- and Al- based microchannel heat exchanger (MHE)
prototypes. Efficient fabrication of Cu- and Al- based high-aspect-ratio microscale
structures (HARMS) have been achieved through molding replication using surface
engineered, metallic mold inserts. Replicated metallic HARMS were assembled through
eutectic bonding to form entirely Cu- and Al- based MHE prototypes, on which heat
transfer tests were conducted to determine the average rate of heat transfer from
electrically heated Cu blocks placed outside the MHEs to water flowing within the
molding replicated microchannel arrays. Experimentally observed heat transfer rates are
higher as compared to those from previous studies on microchannel devices with similar
geometries. Further, infrared thermography was conducted to determine the overall
cooling rate and time constants. The time constant for the MHE device was found out to
be lower for Cu channels with response times around 1-2 seconds. Al MHE device
response time was only slightly lower due to the lower thermal conductivity.
Experimental results show a great influence of the type of metal, flow rate and the
surrounding conditions on the overall cooling performance of the MHEs. The potential
influence of microchannel surface profile on heat transfer rates is discussed. The present
results illustrate the potential of metal-based MHEs in wide ranging applications.
A two-dimensional thermal lattice Boltzmann model was developed to simulate
the heat transfer phenomenon in Cu- and Al- based microchannels. The LBM results
were compared with 3D and 2D fluent models. Additionally, attempts were made to
visualize the flow field inside an assembled Cu micro-channel at very low flow rates
using oil-in-water solution.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Science and technology related to new and more environmentally-friendly ways
of producing and distributing energy are being intensely investigated. New technologies
capable of increasing the energy efficiency of transportation, housing, and appliance
systems, if successfully commercialized, will reduce energy consumption and positively
impact the global environment [1].
In 1981, Tuckerman and Pease pointed out that decreasing liquid cooling channel
dimensions to the micron scale will lead to increases in heat transfer rates, and
demonstrated a forty-fold improvement in heat-sinking capability experimentally in Sibased microchannels anodically bonded to Pyrex cover plates [2]. Since then, intense
research on microchannel heat exchangers (MHEs) has ensued [3]. Many experimental
heat transfer investigations have been conducted on Si-based microchannels [4-6]. The
choice of Si-based microchannels does not result from the fact that Si is the optimal
material for cooling devices in terms of its thermal and mechanical properties, but rather
that fabrication technology for Si-based high-aspect-ratio microscale structures
(HARMS) is the most mature and most widely available. Indeed, metals such as Al and
Cu possess higher bulk thermal conductivities as compared to that of Si [7]. In addition,
Al- and Cu- based MHEs promise much higher mechanical robustness over similar Sibased devices.

(picturethis.pnl.gov)

Fig.1.1. Micro-channel array
1.1 Microchannel Heat Exchangers
Microchannels, as the name suggests, are very fine channels of the width of a
normal human hair widely used for electronic cooling. In a micro-channel heat
exchanger, multiple microchannels are stacked together (as shown in Fig. 1.1) in order to
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increase the total contact surface area for heat transfer enhancement and reduce the total
pressure drop by dividing the flow among many channels. As coolant fluid (can be liquid
or gas) flows through these microchannels, their large surface area enable them to take
away large amounts of energy per unit time per unit area while maintaining a
considerably low device temperature. Using these microchannel heat exchangers heat
fluxes as high as 1000W/m2 can be dissipated at relatively low surface temperatures.
There are two main configurations for the adaptation of microchannel cooling –
direct and indirect cooling. As shown in Fig. 1.2(a), direct cooling requires a direct
contact between the surface to be cooled and the coolant fluid. This scheme reduces the
thermal resistance between the surface and the coolant and thus, enhances the cooling
effectiveness. However, electrical and chemical compatibility between the coolant and
device itself needs to be ensured for this system to work.

Insulating Cover
Coolant Flow Channel
Heat Dissipating Device
(a)

Insulating
Cover
Coolant Flow
Channels
Heat Sink
Heat Dissipating
Device
(b)
Fig.1.2. Schematic showing (a) Direct cooling scheme, and (b) Indirect cooling scheme.

An alternative to the above configuration is the use of a metallic heat sink to
conduct the heat away from the device to a coolant which is forced through circular or
rectangular grooves in the heat sink. Such an indirect cooling configuration shown in Fig.
1.2(b) allows for a greater flexibility in coolant selection at the cost of increased thermal
resistance between the device and the heat sink due to the heat diffusion resistance in the
heat sink itself [3].
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A micro-channel heat exchanger is essentially an indirect cooling scheme used
to maintain the integrated circuit or the chip temperature within operational limits.
1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1 Fabrication, Flow Visualization and Heat Transfer
Various techniques for fabricating metal-based HARMS have been studied. Serial
subtractive techniques, include micromilling [8], micro electrical discharge machining
(µEDM) [9], and laser-beam direct writing [10], are time consuming and may encounter
difficulties when fabricating microscale features in geometrical proximity. Micro powder
injection molding requires multiple heat treatment steps, and suffers from incomplete
mold filling and part shrinkage during heat treatment [11, 12]. Micro casting also requires
multiple heat treatment steps, and is an inefficient “double lost mold” technique [13].
These disadvantages make the above mentioned techniques less suitable for large-scale
production of metal-based HARMS needed for building metal-based MHEs.
Molding replication offers an important alternative toward efficient fabrication of
metal-based HARMS. The process of replication involves the use of primary HARMS,
produced by a combination of lithography, etching, deposition, and other techniques, as a
mold insert to create the negative of the insert pattern in metals by molding. One
important example of molding replication is contained within the LiGA protocol for
HARMS fabrication, combining deep X-ray/UV lithography (Lithographie) on polymeric
resists, metal electrodeposition (Galvanoformung) into developed resist recesses, and
molding replication (Abformung) of secondary HARMS [14]. Metal-based HARMS
made by lithography and electrodeposition are expensive due to the high equipment and
process costs of lithography and the low speed of electrodeposition. The importance of
the molding replication step is that HARMS can be produced in different engineering
materials without repeating the lithography/etching/deposition steps, and thus at low cost
and high throughput.
Since 2003, successful HARMS replication by direct molding has been
demonstrated in Pb and Zn [15], Al [16], and Cu [17]. Two critical elements were needed
for successful molding replication of reactive metals such as Al and Cu. The first one is
to control the near-surface chemical/mechanical interactions between the mold insert and
the molded metal. This was achieved via conformal deposition of suitable ceramic
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coatings over HARMS mold inserts [18-21]. The second one is to improve the
mechanical properties of the mold insert bulk at elevated molding temperatures. This was
achieved by fabricating mold inserts out of refractory metals and alloys with µEDM [17,
22]. Efficient fabrication of refractory mold inserts containing geometrically complex
microfeatures were achieved through parallel µEDM, in which complex micropatterns
were transferred simultaneously onto surfaces of refractory metals/alloys using
lithographically defined electrodes [17, 23].
Using these surface-engineered refractory mold-inserts, microchannels with
complex geometries have been replicated successfully in metals such as Al and Cu by
compression molding. Al-based microchannels were successfully bonded to other Al
microchannels and plates by eutectic bonding with vapor-phase co-deposited Al-Ge [24]
thin film intermediate layers [25]. Multilayered microchannel arrays were successfully
assembled to form metal-based MHE prototypes, with measured tensile bond strengths
exceeding 75MPa and reaching as high as 165MPa [26].
Extensive studies of microchannel flow and heat transfer have been carried out in
the past two decades. The focus of these studies has been on characterizing the flow and
thermal transfer at a fundamental level, while application development has been a more
recent focus.
Heat transfer in microchannels depends significantly on channel geometry. The
first experimental results of fluid behavior in microchannels were obtained for
trapezoidal shaped microchannels with hydraulic diameters 50µm [27]. The results
agreed with smooth macro-channel theoretical values in both laminar and turbulent
regimes. Gas and liquid flow in circular microtubes and measured friction factors also
agreed well with theoretical values based on macro-channel situations [28, 29]. It was
also indicated that the laminar-turbulent transition occurred at a Reynolds number of
around 2000. Several studies presented results for microchannels with hydraulic
diameters ranging from 100 to 500µm, and showed good agreement with theoretical
results [30-33]. Other studies provided some insight into gas and liquid flow inside
microchannels and observed that friction factor results agree with macroscale friction
laws [34-37]. Visualization of liquid flow through microchannels with diameters ranging
from 244 to 974µm aimed to verifying onset of turbulence concluded that the
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development of turbulent flow in microchannels is retarded as compared to the
macroscale systems [38]. Experimental investigations were conducted to explore the
validity of classical correlations based on conventional channels for predicting the
thermal behavior in single-phase flow through rectangular microchannels with widths
ranging from 194 to 534 µm, and with channel depth being nominally five times the
width in each case [39]. The experiments were conducted for flow Reynolds numbers
ranging from ~300 to ~3500 and used de-ionized water as the working fluid. A
“checkmate” design of a micro heat exchanger with cross-flow was the first attempt at
heat transfer enhancement in microchannels [40]. A micro pin fin heat exchanger
fabricated using the LiGA process [41] indicated slightly higher enhancement as
compared to a traditional macro pin fin channel, and that there is need for optimization of
the pin fin placement in the channel to further improve the level of enhancement.
Several studies have focused on using phase change characteristics of liquid to
increase the heat removal rate in microchannels for cooling applications. Substantial
increases in heat transfer coefficients are possible by simply decreasing channel diameter,
counteracted however by increased pressure drop [42, 43]. Cooling efficiency can be
increased by using two-phase flow with evaporation. Mudawar and his group [44-46]
also investigated the use of microjet impingement in both single-phase and phase-change
situations. They indicated that single-phase heat removal rate is clearly enhanced by
impingement. They developed correlations for single-phase, boiling nucleation, and
critical heat flux (CHF) conditions. The cited experimental measurements for pressure
drop and friction factor appear to match well with correlations based on macro-channel
measurements for both laminar and turbulent flow conditions.
Heat transfer characteristics of Cu-based MHEs have been measured previously
by Lee et al. [47] in Cu microchannels fabricated by mechanical cutting and sealed with a
polymeric top plate by gluing. Lee et al. [47] studied a variety of rectangular
microchannels made of Cu, ranging from 194µm to 534µm in width. They compared
their experimental results against conventional correlations, indicating wide disparities
between experiments and correlations.
Recently there have been several studies that have focused on various aspects of
microchannel geometry to enhance heat transfer. Liu et al. [48] studied convective heat
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transfer in a quart microtube with three different inner diameters of 242, 315, and 520
µm. They indicated that the experimental values for Nusselt number matched well with
the laminar flow heat transfer correlation. They also indicated laminar-turbulent
transition in the range of Reynolds number between 1500-5500 for the microtubes.
Steinke and Kandlikar [49] presented a comprehensive review of friction factor data in
microchannels with liquid flow. They indicated that entrance and exit losses need to be
accounted for while presenting overall friction factor losses in microchannels. Most of
the data that accounted for friction factor loss shows good agreement with conventional
theory. They also provided a new procedure for correcting measured pressure drop to
account for inlet and exit losses. However, the surface of the microchannels used in all
the above studies has been very smooth. In the present study, the process of fabrication
and assembly of simple, entirely Al- and Cu- based, MHE prototypes is described. In
these MHEs, the surface of the microchannels is relatively rough which considerably
increases the overall heat transfer rate.
1.2.2. Lattice Boltzmann Method
When outlining the historical origins of LBM, it is quite usual to introduce the
lattice gas cellular automata as the ideal forerunner [50]. Let us take an additional step
back in order to consider the Cellular Automata (CA). This is important because it allows
us to understand that the original starting point of some meso-scopic modeling comes
from the tools used to investigate complexity, i.e. self-organization naturally emerging
from a great number of simple interacting objects.
•

Lattice Gas Cellular Automata
Around 1950, CA was introduced by Stanilas Ulam, John von Neumann, and

Konrad Zuse. John von Neumann proposed a self-reproducing cellular automaton [51] in
1966 which at the same time realized universal Turing machine. Zuse published his ideas
concerning the application of cellular automata to physical problems in a monograph [52]
in 1970. Some of his formulations already resemble to more recent automata proposed
four year later by Hardy et al. [53]. In 1970 John Horton Conway introduced the game
“Life”, a two-dimensional CA with simple update rules but complex dynamics. Martin
Gardner made CA very popular by a series of papers on “Life” in Scientific American.
The first Lattice-Gas Cellular Automata, i.e. a special kind of CA for the simulation of
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fluid flow and other physical problems, was proposed in 1973 by Hardy, Pomeau and de
Pazzis [53]. Its name HPP is derived from the initials of the three authors. Although the
HPP model conserves mass and momentum it does not yield the desired Navier-Stokes
equation in the macroscopic limit.
In 1983, Stephen Wolfram revived the interest in CA by a series of papers [5456]. The one-dimensional arrays of cells considered by Wolfram expressed complex
patterns when initialized randomly and updated by simple deterministic rules depending
on the state of the cell and few of its neighbors.
In 1986, Frisch, Hasslacher and Pomeau [57] discovered that a CA over a lattice
with hexagonal symmetry, i.e. with a somewhat higher symmetry than that for the HPP
model, leads to the Navier-Stokes equation in the macroscopic limit. The theoretical
foundations of LGCA were given soon after by Wolfram [58] and Frisch et al. [59].
Despite the amount of work done, the main drawback of LGCA remained the
statistical noise, i.e. strong oscillations limited the application s of the new tool. In order
to solve this problem, the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) was proposed. Shortly, it
became apparent that all other anomalies plaguing LGCA could also be naturally
disposed of by the LBM. As a result, LBM evolved rapidly into a self standing research
subject bearing an increasingly fainter relation to its LGCA ancestor [60].
•

Evolution of Lattice Boltzmann Method
The basic idea which made it possible to formulate the lattice Boltzmann method

(LBM) is very simple: just replace the Boolean occupation numbers, involved in the
previous LGCA, with the corresponding ensemble-averaged populations. In this way, the
link between artificial micro-world and the usual kinetic theory became stronger [50].
Initially, LBM had already been used at the cradle of LGCA by Frisch et al. [59]
to calculate the viscosity of LGCA. At this stage LBM was simply an analysis tool. Then,
LBM as an independent numerical method for hydrodynamic simulations was introduced
by McNamara and Zanetti in 1988 [61]. The main motivation for the transition from
LGCA to LBM was the desire to get rid of the statistical noise. The Boolean fields were
replaced by continuous distributions over the previous lattices. It is worth to point out
that, at the beginning, Fermi-Dirac distributions were used as equilibrium functions,
instead of the Maxwellian distribution functions later introduced.
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The collision operator for LBM was initially based on the collisions of certain
LGCA and only later on it was substituted by the BGK, from the initials of BhatnagarGross-Krook who proposed it first in 1954 [62], collision operator by Koelman [63],
Qian et al. [64] and others. The last paper (1992) marks the beginning of the “modern”
research period in this field. These lattice BGK models mark a new level of abstraction:
collisions are no more defined explicitly, but rather the link with the continuous kinetic
theory is considered an important feature, which can not be renounced. The connection
between the models based on LBM and the continuous Boltzmann equation are discussed
in various papers [65]. Furthermore, the connection between LB models and the
continuous Boltzmann equation can directly show the relationship between LBM and
other newly developed pseudo-kinetic methods [66].
The lattice Boltzmann method as a relatively new numerical scheme has recently
achieved considerable success in simulating fluid flows and associated transport
phenomena [67]. Because of the microscopic origin, the LBM has many advantages over
conventional CFD methods. The advantages include, among others, a clear physical
meaning, a simple calculation, simple implementation on a computer, parallel
computation, easy handling of complex geometries and boundary conditions and
capability of stable and accurate simulation [50, 60, 67-72]. The LBM has been found to
be stable, accurate, and computationally efficient as classical computational methods in
many of the single-component, isothermal fluid flow simulations [73-76]. This method
has been shown to be particularly useful in applications involving interfacial dynamics
and complex boundaries. Being a meso-scopic approach based on simulating the
evolution of single-particle distribution, the interparticle interactions can naturally be
incorporated [70, 77-80] and boundary conditions with complex geometries such as those
in porous media can easily be implemented [70, 81].
Recently, LBM has been shown to work successfully for fluid flow under the
effects of electric field [82-86] or magnetic field [87-89] and work satisfactorily with
conjugate heat transfer problems [90]. In fact, various models have been built in the LBM
to model the thermo-hydrodynamics since 1992 [65, 70, 91-95]. In the early works, a
single distribution function model was introduced into the LBM to simulate the Rayleigh
–Benard convection. However, severe numerical instability and temperature variation
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limited its use to a narrow range [65, 91-92]. To overcome these defects a double
distribution function model was therefore developed [70, 93-94], which contained a
density distribution function to simulate hydrodynamics (fluid flow) and a thermal
distribution function to simulate the thermodynamics (heat transfer). He et al. [70] proved
that the energy double distribution model can correctly describe viscous heat dissipation
and compression work done by the pressure. However, their method is too complicated to
use for thermal incompressible flows. In 1995, Zou et al. [97] presented an improved
lattice Boltzmann model for time-independent incompressible flows. Since then several
simplified versions has been presented. For example, Peng et al. [95] gave a very simple
thermal energy evolution function with negligible heat dissipation and pressure
compression work. Shi et al. [96] presented a similar thermal lattice BGK model for fluid
flow with viscous heat dissipation.
1.2.3 Numerical Simulation
Over the past two decades, with the advent of micro- and nano-systems the
physics of fluid and heat transfer has been a very hot topic [28-42, 83-86, 98-133]. When
a fluid flows in micro geometries such as in microchannels or in porous media, the heat
transfer between fluid and solid boundaries can hardly be described using the
experimental formulas in conventional heat transfer theories [90]. Few experiments can
result in accurate values of heat transfer coefficient at micro- and nano-scales though
many efforts have been focused on them [98-100]. Numerical analysis also meets great
problems for complex geometry boundary conditions. The simple boundary
implementation such as constant temperature or constant heat flux, are not suited for
micro fluidics especially for gas flows, because the heat conduction in solids also plays a
very important role in the overall heat transfer [100-102]. In such cases, a conjugate-heat
transfer condition at the interface seems reasonable enough. However, such an interface
condition brings much additional computational cost which is nearly unacceptably huge
for conventional CFD methods in complex geometries [98, 101-102].
Over the years many theories have been developed for gas flows in
microchannels, and they have shown good agreement with the experimental observations
[103-108]. For example, Gravesen et al. [103] observed the wall slip and compressibility
effects in microchannels as important causes for deviations from macroscopic gas flows.
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Oh et al. [108] simulated high speed flows and thermal transport behavior and they found
out that velocity slip and temperature jump vary significantly as a function of Kn. For
liquid flows, Gravesen et al. [103] emphasized the importance of existing bubbles in a
channel, the independence of viscosity from the characteristic dimensions, and the
channel length effect. Elwenspoek et al. [109] mentioned the entrance effect as a possible
cause for the deviation of the published experimental results from the conventional theory
applied to macroscale systems. Copeland [110] conducted a numerical analysis utilizing
FC-3250 coolant and heat fluxes ranging from 24,800 W/m2 to 549,000 W/m2. They
documented the pressure drop and thermal resistance for microchannels of 55 to 110 µm
in width and 150 to 200 µm in depth. Zhimin and Fah [111] defined a thermal resistance
model to analyse the flow and heat transfer characteristics of water in microchannel heat
sinks. They provided a series of guidelines to optimize the performance of microchannel
heat exchanger and a few suggestions for maintaining the design so that it operates in the
laminar flow regime to minimize pressure drop.
Federov and Viskanta [101], and later Qu and Mudawar [112] presented
numerical results for the detailed temperature and heat flux distributions in a heat sink
with rectangular micro-channels (57 µm wide X 180 µm deep). They used the continuum
model and formulated the problem for three-dimensional conjugate heat transfer in both
investigations and validated their model by showing that the numerical results for the
friction factor and overall thermal resistance of the heat sink were in good agreement
with the experimental observations of Kawano et al. [113]. Toh et al. [114] applied a
similar approach and highlighted that the numerical results from the continuum model
using a three-dimensional conjugate heat transfer approach agreed well with experimental
results reported by Tuckerman [115]. Qu and Mudawar [116] reported both experimental
and numerical results for the pressure drop and heat transfer in a heat sink with
rectangular microchannels (231 µm wide X 713 µm deep) and noted again that the
continuum model predicted the fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics fairly well.
Ambatipudi and Rahman [117] performed a numerical simulation of three-dimensional
conjugate heat transfer in heat sinks with rectangular microchannels and investigated the
effects of channel width, channel depth, the number of channels, and Reynolds number
on the thermal performance of the heat sink. Their predictions showed a good agreement
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with the experimental observations of Harms et al. [118]. Weisberg et al. [119] solved
the fluid flow and heat transfer problems numerically assuming the flow to be both
hydrodynamically and thermally developed. Tunc and Bayazitoglu [120] adopted the
same assumption and, in addition, assumed constant wall heat flux both axially and
circumferentially. They then solved the model using the integral transform technique.
Review papers by Sobhan and Garimella [121] and Palm [122] compared the
numerical results with experimental observations for liquid flows through microchannels.
They found out that the liquid flow in long microchannels becomes fully developed after
a relatively short entrance length and thus, can be modeled as a two-dimensional flow.
•

LBM for Microfluidics
Recent numerical studies [72, 123-134] have shown that the LBM is a promising

tool to study microscopic flows. The critical issues in the computation of micro flows by
LBM are how to simulate the Knudsen effects and the velocity slip / temperature jump
boundary conditions [134]. Most of these work deal with gas flow through micron size
geometries where the continuum hypothesis is generally not valid and the Navier-Stokes
equation is no longer applicable. In such cases, the relaxation time constants can not be
computed using the Chapman-Enskog expansion and they have to be derived from the
kinetic theory. Several works have been done in this regard. Nie et al. [72] modified the
expression of relaxation time by including the effect of density. Lim et al. [123] assumed
that the particles relax to their equilibrium state over the time period required to travel a
distance of mean free path of molecules. The relaxation time constants can be linked to
the Knudsen number with this assumption. Niu et al. [125] established a relationship
between the relaxation time and the Knudsen number from the kinetic theory.
It is well known that the Navier-Stokes equations are based on the continuum
hypothesis which is valid when the characteristic length scale, L of the system is much
larger than the mean free path λ of the molecules. Therefore, the ratio of λ to L, defined as
the Knudsen number, Kn = λ/L is a natural measure of applicability of the continuum
equations. The entire flow region can be categorized into several regimes based on the Kn
[ref]:

continuum

flow,

Kn ≤ 10−3 ;

slip

flow,10−3 ≤ Kn ≤ 10−1

;transition

flow,

10 −1 ≤ Kn ≤ 10 ; free-molecule flow, Kn ≥ 10 . For example, air has a mean free path of

65nm and if it is flowing in a channel having a characteristic length scale, L ≥ 65µ m , the
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continuum hypothesis can be applied. In the present work, the hydraulic diameter,
Dh ≥ 180 µ m and the working fluid is water. Thus, the continuum hypothesis can be
applied to simulate the fluid flow and heat transfer phenomena in metallic MHE devices.
1.3 Experimental Objectives
The main objective of the present study is to investigate the heat transfer rate in
Al- and Cu- based MHE prototypes. Results of heat transfer testing on these Al- and Cubased MHEs are reported and critically compared to those of Lee et al. [47] to
demonstrate the feasibility and potential of metal-based, high-efficiency, compact MHEs.
The potential influence of microchannel surface roughness on heat transfer rates is
discussed in light of the current results. Cooling performance of these MHEs have also
been investigated using infrared thermography and the cooling rates are evaluated for
both Al- and Cu- based MHE devices. Additionally, the thermal behavior of these metal
based MHEs have been studied using thermo-hydrodynamic lattice Boltzmann model
(will be discussed in detail in the following chapter) and compared with Fluent (standard
finite volume based solver).
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CHAPTER 2: LATTICE BOLTZMANN METHOD
Understanding the flow properties of complex fluids in complex topologies is of
importance to technological applications and it presents a relevant theoretical challenge
too. Recently, new computational methods, called pseudo-kinetic, have been proposed
which have several advantages over conventional computational methods. Notable
examples include the Lattice Gas Cellular Automata (LGCA), the Lattice Boltzmann
Method (LBM), the Discrete Velocity Models (DVM), the Gas-Kinetic Scheme (GKS),
the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) and the Dissipative Particle Dynamics
(DPD). In structure, all these algorithms look much like molecular dynamics (MD),
where atomic particles move according to Newton’s laws. However, these tools realize a
mesoscopic description of the fluid, and do not represent individual atoms or particles,
but loosely deal with cluster of particles. This idea allows for much larger time steps so
that physical behavior on time scales many orders of magnitude greater than that possible
with MD, may be studied. One hypothesis for using these simplified kinetic type methods
for macroscopic phenomena is that the macroscopic properties are the result of collective
behavior of many microscopic particles and the macroscopic dynamics are insensitive to
the details of the microscopic mechanism.
This chapter gives a brief description of the basic idea behind the Lattice
Boltzmann Method and discusses on how to design a lattice Boltzmann model for the
fluid-solid conjugate heat transfer in metal-based microchannels.
2.1 Basic Idea
Among the pseudo-kinetic algorithms, the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM)
seems very promising in terms of easiness to account for the different phenomena (multiphysics aptitude) and effectiveness to deal with distributed computational domains
(parallel computing aptitude). The models based on LBM are quite different from an
accurate microscopic description on one hand, and from a macroscopic description, i.e.
Navier-Stokes equations in the continuum hydrodynamic, on the other hand.
The key point is that, even though the actual microscopic dynamics greatly
depends on the nature of the considered fluid, it can lead to the same form of
macroscopic equations. In other words, the macroscopic description is generally quite
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insensitive to the underlying exact interactions among particles. For this reason, it is
possible to design a much idealized microscopic description which, however, allows us to
recover the desired macroscopic equations. In addition to real gases or real liquids one
may consider artificial micro-worlds of particles “living” on lattices with interactions that
conserve mass and momentum [50]. The micro-dynamics of such artificial micro-worlds
should be very simple in order to run it efficiently on a computer. Consider, for example,
a square lattice with four cells at each node such that one cell is associated with each link
to the next neighbor node. These cells may be empty or occupied by at most one particle
with unit mass. Thus, each cell has only two possible states and therefore is called a
cellular automaton. Velocity and thereby momentum can be assigned to each particle by
the vector connecting the node to its next neighbor node along the link where the particle
is located. These velocities are called lattice velocities. The microscopic interaction is
strictly local in the sense that it involves only particles at a single node. The particles
exchange momentum while conserving mass and momentum summed up over each node.
After this collision each particle streams along its associated link to its next neighbor
node. The micro-dynamics consists on a repetition of collisions and streaming.
Macroscopic values of mass and momentum density are calculated using coarse graining
(calculation of mean values over large spatial regions with hundreds to thousands of
nodes) [50].
The streaming is simply determined by the considered lattice because particles
move according to the allowed directions. On the other hand, the interaction among
different particles at a given node strongly affects the macroscopic hydrodynamics of the
model. Essentially, the interaction is based on a great number of collisions but they
cannot be directly taken into account within a meso-scopic framework because the
allowed directions are very few. For this reason, some local collision rules are needed
which simulate the long-term effect due to collisions, i.e. the trend towards local
equilibrium. The easiest strategy consists in introducing a simplified collision operator
which tries to force the actual particle population towards the equilibrium configuration.
The effectiveness of the simplified collision operator is to fill the gap between actual and
the equilibrium configuration, is usually given by a proper set of relaxation time
constants. The relaxation time constants determine the microscopic dynamics towards the
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local equilibrium and the macroscopic transport coefficients at the same time. Once the
meso-scopic model has been defined, the relaxation time constants are the practical
tunable parameters which can be set in order to recover the desired dynamics, both
microscopic and macroscopic.
2.2 Top-down and Bottom-up Tuning Strategy
In the previous section, the basic idea of meso-scopic models based on LBM has
been discussed. The fundamental role of the relaxation time constants emerged, but how
to select them has not been discussed. The algorithm for selecting the meso-scopic
relaxation time constants is called meso-scopic tuning strategy. Since mesoscopic
modeling is somewhere located between the microscopic and the macroscopic
description, it does not exactly coincide with any of them. However, it seems reasonable
in principle to reformulate the information coming from both microscopic and
macroscopic description in a meso-scopic fashion. This algorithm yields two different
alternatives:
i.

The top-down approach, which means that the meso-scopic relaxation time
constants are tuned in order to recover the macroscopic transport coefficients
and the mesoscopic algorithm, works as a numerical tool for solving the
macroscopic equations.

ii.

The bottom-up approach, which means that the meso-scopic relaxation time
constants are tuned by roughly averaging the results due to accurate
microscopic description for the considered fluid and, the meso-scopic
algorithm brings the residual information to the macroscopic level.
Both the previous approaches are somehow present in the studies using the LBM.

The LBM lies at the crossroad between two distinct lines of thought: one that views it as
an appealing method to compete with numerical fluid mechanics (top-down approach)
and the other that sees it as a sort of “telescope” of molecular dynamics (bottom-up
approach).This dual nature of LBM is a rich potential source of richness and of some
confusion too [60].
In the present study, first approach has been employed and LBM is essentially
used as an alternative numerical scheme in order to solve the Navier-Stokes and energy
equations.
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2.3 Existing LB Models
In the previous section, applicability of relaxation time constants in mesoscopic
tuning has been discussed. Essentially in a pseudo-kinetic model, discretization of the
velocity space due to the lattice allows us to easily solve a pseudo-kinetic equation
characterized by some relaxation time constants. Independently from the considered
approach for tuning the relaxation time constants, the number of these parameters
actually determines the complexity and the reliability of the meso-scopic model. Within
the framework of top-down tuning strategy, the number of relaxation time constants
limits the number of the macroscopic transport coefficients which can be independently
tuned.
In particular, the situation is quite critical for thermal models. Fully thermohydrodynamic lattice Boltzmann schemes represent a standing challenge to LBM
research and despite several brilliant attempts a fully thermo-hydrodynamic lattice
Boltzmann scheme working safely over a wide range of temperatures is still missing [60].
In order to increase the number of tunable parameters and consequently the
number of macroscopic equations meaningfully solved, the following tools are quite
promising:
•

The hybrid design, which means that the additional scalar equations are solved by
means of different numerical schemes and only the fluid flow or the thermal field,
is computed by the LBM.

•

The multi-relaxation-time collision operator, which allows us to consider the
maximum number of relaxation time constants for a given lattice by controlling
independently the relaxation behavior of each moment.

•

The multi-lattice design, which essentially uses different lattices for solving
different macroscopic equations without neglecting the physical coupling among
them.
In the present study, multi-lattice design has been employed in order to compute

the velocity vectors and temperature field, and is discussed in the next section. The
hybrid design is neglected because it does not add any information with regard to the
LBM. Multi-lattice approach aims at increasing the number of tunable parameters. This
scheme essentially uses different lattices for solving different macroscopic equations
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without neglecting the physical coupling among them. In other words, the basic idea is to
use a large set of discrete velocities with a distribution function for particle density and
another for particle internal energy density [135]. This scheme effectively doubles the
number of discrete velocities and the numerical accuracy of these schemes still remains
largely unknown [136]. Even though nowadays these schemes still present some
drawbacks for the thermo-hydrodynamic simulations, they are characterized by an
interesting feature: a more complicate set of macroscopic equations, including the energy
equation, is solved by means of a virtual mixture of elementary particles. Obviously, this
way of describing the phenomena seems far from an actual kinetic description but it
allows us to increase the number of equations meaningfully solved and to purposely
design a lattice in order to produce the desired effect. The idea that virtual particles can
carry a specific quantum of information has largely been applied. For example, the
concept of field mediators for simulating multi-phase mixtures in the LBM framework
belongs to this approach [137].

Ttop-north
Ttop-west

Ttop-east
Top wall

Tfluid-in

Fluid

Tfluid-out

Bottom wall

Tbottom-west

Tbottom-east
Tbottom-south

Fig. 2.1.Schematic of the two-dimensional fluid-solid conjugate heat transfer problem.
2.4 LBM Formulation
A lattice Boltzmann method has the following ingredients:
•

An evolution equation, with discretized time and phase space involving a lattice
structure and a momentum space reduced to a small set of discrete momenta.
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•

An equilibrium distribution function, which leads to the macroscopic equations
such as Navier-Stokes equations for the fluid flow, and involves the conservation
constraints, which are the thermo-hydrodynamic collision invariants.

•

A lattice, i.e., a set of allowed microscopic velocities which is characterized by
enough symmetry to accurately calculate the thermo-hydrodynamic moments.
A detailed description of the lattice Boltzmann formulation used in the present

work is present in this section. Consider a two-dimensional channel with thick wall as
shown in Figure 2.1. It is a fluid-solid conjugate heat transfer problem. If the fluid flow is
considered to be steady, laminar and incompressible with the physical properties
independent of temperature, the macroscopic governing equations can be written as:
Continuity equation:
∇.u = 0

(2.1)

Momentum equation:
 ∂u



ρ f  + u.∇u  = −∇p + µ∇ 2u
 ∂t


(2.2)

Energy equation for fluid:

( ρC )
p

f

 ∂T

2
 ∂t + u.∇T  = K f ∇ T

(2.3)

∂T
= K s ∇ 2T
∂t

(2.4)

Energy equation for solid:

( ρC )

p s

where, the subscripts f and s represent fluid and solid respectively, ρ is the density, u is
the velocity vector, p is the pressure, Cp is the specific heat capacity, T is the temperature
and K is the thermal conductivity.
These macroscopic equations can be recovered from the lattice Boltzmann
equation through Chapman-Enskog expansion [66]. It is well accepted that the viscous
heat dissipation term in the energy equation for the fluid flow can be neglected for
incompressible flows. So, dropping the viscous heat dissipation term and pressure
compressible work and adopting a simplified thermal lattice Boltzmann model proposed
by Peng et al. [95] to simulate the fluid-solid conjugate heat transfer problem. The
evolution equations in terms of the discrete density and energy distribution functions for
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the fluid flow and heat transfer in a two-dimensional nine speeds (D2Q9) lattice
Boltzmann model can be expressed as:
Evolution equation for fluid flow:
−1
r
r
r
r
 fα ( r , t ) − fαeq ( r , t )  + δ tFα
fα ( r + eα δ t , t + δ t ) − fα ( r , t ) =
τ

(2.5)

v

r r
where r = r ( x, y ) and,
Fα =

3G. ( eα − u ) eq
f
c2

(2.6)

with G being the external force acting per unit mass [70].
Evolution equation for heat transfer:
−1
r
r
r
r
gα ( r + eα δ t , t + δ t ) − gα ( r , t ) =  gα ( r , t ) − gαeq ( r , t ) 
τ

(2.7)

g

with the local equilibrium distribution functions for low Mach number flows given by:
eq

fα

2

eα .u 9 ( eα .u ) 3u 2 
= wα ρ f 1 + 3 2 +
− 2
c
2 c4
2c 


(2.8)

where,
4 9 α =0

wα =  1 9 α = 1, 2,3, 4
1 36 α = 5, 6, 7,8


(2.9)


α =0
( 0, 0 )

eα =  ( cos θα ,sin θα ) c,
θα = (α − 1) π 2, α = 1, 2,3, 4

θ = α − 5) π 2 + π 4, α = 5, 6, 7,8
 2 ( cos θα ,sin θα ) c, α (

(2.10)

and

τ υ = 3υ

δt
+ 0.5
δ x2

(2.11)

where, τ υ is the viscosity-based dimensionless relaxation time constant, υ is the
kinematic viscosity and δ x is the lattice constant. δ t is the time step which is
determined by δ t = δ x c . This is so because the velocity discretization is coupled to that
of the physical space such that the lattice structure is obtained. For gas flows, c takes the
value of the real sound speed, while for liquid flows, c can take any positive value
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theoretically only to make τ υ value in (0.5, 2) [90]. The equilibrium distribution
functions for the energy distribution are expressed as:

u2

w
T
−
α =0
α

c2

 3 3 e .u 9 ( eα .u ) 2 3u 2 

eq
gα =  wα T  + α 2 +
− 2  α = 1, 2,3, 4
4
2
2
c
2
c
2c 




2

eα .u 9 ( eα .u ) 3u 2 

 wα T 3 + 6 c 2 + 2 c 4 − 2c 2  α = 5, 6, 7,8




(2.12)

−2 3 α = 0

wα =  1 9 α = 1, 2,3, 4
1 36 α = 5, 6, 7,8


(2.13)

with

and

τg =

3K
+ 0.5
2 ρ C p c 2δ t

(2.14)

where, τ g is the dimension less relaxation time constant for the energy transport.
The algorithm for the computation of the distribution functions can essentially be
divided into two steps. The calculation of the new distribution functions fα and gα called
the collision step and the streaming of the distributions to the next neighboring nodes
called the streaming step. After evolving on the discrete lattices, the macroscopic density,
velocity and temperature field can be calculated by the following relations:
8

ρ = ∑ fα

(2.15)

α =0
8

ρ u = ∑ eα fα +
α =0

ρ Gδ t
2

(2.16)

8

T = ∑ gα

(2.17)

α =0

Equations (2.5) and (2.6) can be used to compute the macroscopic density and velocity
vectors, and equation (2.7) can be used to simulate the temperature field. In case of
solids, the macroscopic velocity is zero and hence heat transfer by diffusion is dominant.
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Thus, equations (2.7) and (2.12) which are based on convection dominant heat transfer
can not be used. Based on the Chapman-Enskog expansion for diffusion dominant heat
transfer [138], the following equilibrium distribution functions are used in the solid
region:

− w T α = 0
gαeq =  α
 wα T α = 1, 2,...,8

(2.18)

Equation (2.7) still remains the evolution equation for the temperature field in the solid
region and equation (2.18) gives the temperature field.
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Fig. 2.2. Schematic of the two-dimensional nine speed D2Q9 lattice.

2.5 Boundary Conditions

The theory of boundary conditions for the continuous Boltzmann equations is
sufficiently well developed to incorporate the information about the structure and the
chemical processes on the wall [71-89]. The realization that the LBM is a special
discretization of the Boltzmann equation allows us to derive the boundary conditions for
the LBM from continuous kinetic theory. For the present case of a fluid-solid conjugate
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heat transfer process, a double-population thermal lattice Boltzmann model has been
used. Such a model requires the implementation of thermal boundary conditions for the
solid region and of two sets of boundary conditions for the fluid region - one for the fluid
flow and the other for heat transfer. Each set consists of the inlet, outlet and the wall
interaction conditions.

y
North Wall

Inlet

Outlet

H

South Wall

L

x

Fig. 2.3. Placement of D2Q9 lattices in the domain.

•

Boundary treatment for fluid flow
Based on the bounce-back of the non-equilibrium part proposed by Zou & He

[139], the boundary conditions for the fluid flow can be described as follows. Consider
the south boundary aligned along the x-direction with the density distributions f 4 , f 7 , f8
pointing into the wall (see figs. 2.2 and 2.3). After the streaming step, the density
distributions f 0 , f1 , f 3 , f 4 , f 7 , f8 are known. With the macroscopic velocities u x , u y
specified at the wall, equations (2.15) and (2.16) can be used to determine the unknown
density distributions f 2 , f 5 , f 6 and density ρ .
f 2 + f 5 + f 6 = ρ − ( f 0 + f1 + f 3 + f 4 + f 7 + f8 )
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(2.19)

f 5 − f 6 = ρ ux − ( f1 − f 3 − f 7 + f8 )

(2.20)

f 2 + f 5 + f 6 = ρ u y − ( f 4 + f 7 + f8 )

(2.21)

Consistency of equations (2.19) and (2.21) gives,

ρ=

1
 f 0 + f1 + f3 + 2 ( f 4 + f 7 + f8 ) 
1 − uy 

(2.22)

To close this system of equations, the bounce-back of the non-equilibrium part of the
particle distribution normal to the wall is assumed, i.e.
f 2 − f 2eq = f 4 − f 4eq

(2.23)

Thus,
2
ρu y
3

(2.24)

f5 = f7 −

1
1
1
( f1 − f3 ) + ρ u x + ρ u y
2
2
6

(2.25)

f 6 = f8 +

1
1
1
( f1 − f3 ) − ρ u x + ρ u y
2
2
6

(2.26)

f2 = f4 +

A similar analysis at the north boundary results in,
2
f4 = f2 − ρu y
3

(2.27)

f 7 = f5 +

1
1
1
( f1 − f3 ) − ρ ux − ρ u y
2
2
6

(2.28)

f8 = f 6 −

1
1
1
( f1 − f3 ) + ρ u x − ρ u y
2
2
6

(2.29)

At the inlet of the channel, for ρ = ρin , u y = 0 we need to determine f1 , f5 , f8 and
ux . Using equations (2.15) and (2.16),
f1 + f5 + f8 = ρin − ( f 0 + f 2 + f3 + f 4 + f 6 + f 7 )

(2.30)

f1 + f5 + f8 = ρinu x + ( f 3 + f 6 + f 7 )

(2.31)

f 5 − f8 = − f 2 + f 4 − f 6 + f 7

(2.32)

Consistency of equations (2.30) and (2.31) gives,
 f 0 + f 2 + f 4 + 2 ( f 3 + f 6 + f 7 ) 
ux = 1 − 

ρin
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(2.33)

Using the bounce-back of the non-equilibrium part of the particle distribution normal to
the inlet i.e.,
f1 − f1eq = f 3 − f3eq

(2.34)

the following expressions are obtained for the unknown particle distributions,
2
ρinu x
3

(2.35)

f5 = f7 −

1
1
( f 2 − f 4 ) + ρinu x
2
6

(2.36)

f8 = f 6 +

1
1
( f 2 − f 4 ) + ρinu x
2
6

(2.37)

f1 = f 3 +

In a similar fashion, the unknown particle distribution functions at the outlet can
be found. However, the corner nodes require a special treatment. For example, consider
the bottom node at the inlet boundary with f 3 , f 4 , f 7 known and ρ specified. Using the
bounce-back of the non-equilibrium part of particle distribution functions normal to the
wall and the inlet, we obtain,
2
f1 = f1eq + ( f 3 − f 3eq ) = f 3 + ρin u x
3
2
f 2 = f 2eq + ( f 4 − f 4eq ) = f 4 + ρin u y
3

(2.38)

For stationary walls u x = 0, u y = 0 . Using this and the above expressions in equations
(2.31) and (2.32), we obtain,
f5 = f7
f 6 = f8 =

1
 ρin − ( f 0 + f1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 5 + f 7 ) 
2

(2.39)

A similar procedure can be applied at other three corners.
•

Boundary treatment for heat transfer
For the evaluation of the unknown gi at any point on the boundary in LBM,

generally a bounce-back scheme is used [50]. In this, the unknown gi is evaluated in
terms of known gi that is having an opposite direction. For example, in a 2-D rectangular
geometry with the D2Q9 lattice, at the west boundary g1 is unknown and it will be
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evaluated in terms of g3 , which propagates in the opposite direction. Similarly, at the
same boundary g5 will be evaluated in terms of g7 and g8 in terms of g6 . The two
particle distribution functions g 2 and g 4 are lying along the west boundary and in
streaming of gi from this boundary, these two will not be required. In short, the unknown
incoming populations at a given boundary are assumed to be equilibrium distribution at
the boundary temperature.
In heat transfer problems, at any location on the boundary either temperature or
flux can be a known quantity. In the present work temperature is specified at the solid
boundaries and at the inlet while at the fluid-solid interface flux continuity is ensured.
Using the above concept of the bounce-back scheme, in a 2-D geometry with
D2Q9 lattice, at the west boundary where temperature is Tw , the three unknown gi are
determined as:
In the solid region
2
g1 = − g 3 + w1Tw + w3Tw = − g 3 + Tw
9

(2.40)

g5 = − g 7 + w5Tw + w7Tw = − g 7 +

1
Tw
18

(2.41)

g8 = − g 6 + w8Tw + w6Tw = − g 6 +

1
Tw
18

(2.42)

At the fluid inlet (for u y = 0 )
u2 
1 
g1 = − g3 + g1eq + g3eq = − g3 + Tw 3 + 6 x2 
9 
c 

(2.43)


ux2 
1
g5 = − g 7 + g + g = − g 7 + Tw 6 + 6 2 
36 
c 

(2.44)


u2 
1
Tw 6 + 6 x2 
36 
c 

(2.45)

eq
5

eq
7

g8 = − g 6 + g8eq + g 6eq = − g 6 +

Unknown distribution functions at other two temperature boundaries for the solid
region were calculated in a similar way. However, at the interface the fluid velocity is
zero and thus the heat transfer is conduction dominant. So, using the local physical
properties and applying a finite difference analysis at the interface, the temperature at the
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interface can be evaluated. Once the expression of this temperature is known, the above
procedure can be followed to evaluate the unknown distribution functions at the interface.
At the outlet, a sufficiently developed condition was applied which means the
distributions at the outlet were set same as the previous grid.
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
In this chapter, the experimental set-up and the details of the apparatus used for
the investigation of the overall heat transfer rate and cooling performance of metal-based
micro-channel heat exchangers is presented in detail. Additionally, a non-conventional
scheme used to analyze the flow field inside a micro-channel is reported at the end of this
chapter.
3.1 Experimental Apparatus

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the testing apparatus designed and built to study
the thermal behavior of the metal based micro-channel heat exchangers. The apparatus
consisted of three sections – pressuring section, test section and data acquisition section.
For the experiments, the micro heat exchanger was used as a cooling device with water as
the coolant. Single-phase liquid flow was considered for all the heat transfer experiments.

Fig. 3.1. Schematic of the Experimental Set-up for heat transfer measurements.
3.1.1 Pressuring Section

This section consisted of water holding tank connected to a compressed air bottle
and was used to obtain sufficient pressure to push the coolant through the micro channels.
This approach was preferred to the use of pump and provided a smooth and stable flow.
In case of pump driven flows, oscillations in the flow rate were observed. These external
perturbations in case of a pump could cause instability and interfere with the flow
transition [38]. A needle valve placed at the bottle neck helped release the required
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amount of air from the bottle and that placed downstream of the tank exit was used to
make fine adjustments to the flow rate and attain smooth and stable flow through the
channels. A pressure relief valve was also connected to the tank for safety measures.

Fig. 3.2. Picture of the pressuring section of the experimental set-up.

Fig. 3.3. Compressed air bottle.
•

Compressed Air Bottle
Figure 3.4 shows a picture of the compressed air bottle that was used for the

experiments. A new bottle contains air compressed to about 2000 psi. It comes with a
control valve and does not include any pressure regulators. Hence, a pair of pressure
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regulators was connected to the bottle in order to keep track of the pressure inside the
bottle and the pressure at which the compressed air is released from the bottle.
•

Water Holding Tank
The compressed air bottle was connected to the water holding tank with the help

of a metal tube passing through a needle valve. The compressed air entered from the side
of the tank and forced the water out through another metal tube inserted until the bottom
of the tank. Another metal tube placed at the top of the tank was connected to the
pressure relief valve. This procedure is same as that employed in off-shore oil drilling.
Figure 3.4 shows a picture of the tank used. The tank has a capacity of 15 gallons.

Fig. 3.4. Water holding tank

Fig. 3.5. Pressure regulating valves.
•

Pressure Regulating Valve
Figure 3.5 shows a pair of pressure regulating valves placed closed to the

compressed air bottle neck. The pointer on the right hand side displays the total pressure
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inside the compressed air bottle while that on the left hand side displays the pressure at
which the gas is released from the bottle.
•

Pressure Relief Valve
Figure 3.6 shows the pressure relief valve used for safety precautions. It was

calibrated to release the gas when the pressure inside goes above 100psi. Once the
experiments were over, it was also used to release the pressuring gas from the inside.

Fig.3.6. Pressure relief valve
3.1.2 Test Section

The test section consisted of either an Al- or a Cu- based specimen enclosed in a
semi-rigid PVC foam insulation with the heater in contact with the top face of the
specimen. Figure 3.7 shows a schematic of the test section. The figures also show the
placement of the thermocouples. The fabrication process of the Al- and Cu- based
specimens is presented in the following section.
•

Al- and Cu- Based Specimens
The Al- and Cu- based microchannel specimens were designed and fabricated in

Dr. Meng’s lab in the department of mechanical engineering at LSU using the moldreplication technique. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show respectively overviews of the molded Cu
and the molded Al coupon containing the array of rectangular microchannels, fluid
supply channel, and fluid drain plenum. To form entirely Cu- and Al- based MHEs, Cu
and Al coupons containing replicated microchannels and fluidic connections were
eutectic bonded to one flat Cu plate and one flat Al plate, respectively. Figure 3.10 shows
an optical overview of bonded Cu and Al MHE prototypes, with plastic external fluid
adaptors attached.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 3.7. Schematic of the test section. (a) Bottom View; (b) Top View; (c) Side view of
the test section with tube connections. Black dots indicate locations of thermocouples.

Fig. 3.8. An overview of the molded Cu
coupon containing the array of rectangular
microchannels, fluid supply channel, and
fluid drain plenum. Numbers shown on the
ruler are in mm.

Fig. 3.9. An overview of the molded Al
coupon containing the array of rectangular
microchannels, fluid supply channel, and
fluid drain plenum. Numbers shown on the
ruler are in mm.
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After the experiments, destructive examination of the Cu and Al MHE specimens
were performed. The measured microchannel widths and heights were averaged and are
shown in Table 3.1. The average hydraulic diameter for the microchannel array,
Dh = 4 A / p , was calculated from the average microchannel dimensions and is shown
also in Table 3.1.

Fig. 3.10. An overview of the assembled Cu and Al MHE specimens.
Table 3.1. Average microchannel dimensions of assembled Cu and Al MHE specimens.

Average dimensions of bonded microchannels

Cu
device
Al
device
•

H
# of
channels (µm)
19
320
18

291

W
(µm)
150

L
(µm)
12650

Dh
(µm)
204

Dimensions of fluid supply
channel
Hs
Ws
Ls
(µm) (µm)
(µm)
621
1260
16200

115

13050

165

687

1242

17500

PVC Foam Insulation
The Al and Cu specimens along with the heater were enclosed in a high density

semi-rigid Polyvinyl Chloride foam insulation as shown in the figure 3.11. This
insulation is lightweight, water resistant closed-cell foam insulation. Its physical and
thermal properties are as follows:
•

Temperature range: -325° to +160° F

•

Heat Flow Rate: 0.19 Btu/hr. x in./sq. ft. @ 75° F

•

Density: 5 lbs./cu. ft.
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•

Thickness: 1”.

•

Color: gray.
This insulation comes in sheets of which two equal sized blocks were cut. In one

block metallic MHE device was placed and the heater in the other. Holes were drilled
into the insulation, near the bottom surface of the device, for the inlet and outlet tube
connections and for the thermocouple to be placed at the bottom surface of the device.

Fig. 3.11. Polyvinyl Chloride foam insulation.

Fig. 3.12. Super watt Cartridge Heater inserted into a rectangular copper block.
•

Heater
A rectangular assembly of two Super-watt cartridge heaters was used to provide a

high heat flux at the top surface of the device. Each rectangular heater was fabricated by
inserting a super watt cartridge heater (200W) into a single machined copper block (5/8”
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x 5/8”) of same length(1 ¼”). The two copper blocks were bonded together, then attached
to the specimen top surface with the help of highly conducting arctic silver adhesive and
then the cartridge heaters were inserted. Before attaching, the surface of the heater (Cu
block) was polished and smoothened.
The technical specifications of the super watt heaters are as follows:
•

Sheath length: 1”

•

Maximum Watts: 200W

•

Minimum Watts: 70W

•

Diameter: 3/8”

•

Maximum Volts: 120V

The arctic silver glue provided a uniform contact and eliminated the air-gaps between the
heater and specimen surfaces.

Fig. 3.13. Two part Arctic Silver thermal adhesive.

•

Thermal Silver Adhesive
To maximize the heat flux flowing into the metallic MHE device, a uniform

contact between the heater and the device was needed. For this purpose, a two-part arctic
silver thermal adhesive was used (fig. 3.13). It provided a uniform contact and eliminated
the air-gaps between the heater and specimen surfaces. Moreover, Silver being highly
conducting material helped reduce the losses in heat flux due to contact resistance.
3.1.3 Data Acquisition Section

Differential pressure across the micro-channel heat exchanger, steady state and
transient temperatures at different locations in and on the device and the flow rate were
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the three main data that needed to be collected. For this purpose, the data acquisition
section was installed which included the following instruments.
•

Digital Manometer
The differential pressure across the MHE device was measured using a wet/wet

Dwyer digital manometer shown in Figure 3.14. It is a versatile, hand-held and battery
operator series 490 digital manometer having a range of 0 -100 psi (0 - 690 kPa). Units
are highly accurate (±0.5% Full Scale) for positive or positive differential pressure
measurement and can tolerate most liquid media compatible with 316L stainless steel.
Other features include a selection from up to seven common English and metric pressure
units (psi, in. H2O, in. Hg, mm Hg, kPa, bar or mbar), a memory function that allows up
to 40 readings for later recall and a backlight for providing auxiliary lighting at hard-tosee locations.

Fig. 3.14. Series 490 Wet/Wet Dwyer digital manometer.

The following are its technical specifications:
•

Service: Compatible gases & liquids.

•

Wetted Materials: Type 316L SS.

•

Accuracy: ±0.5% F.S., 60 to 78°F (15.6 to 25.6°C); ±1.5% F.S. from 32 to 60°F
and 78 to 104°F (0 to 15.6°C and 25.6 to 40°C).

•

Pressure Hysteresis: ±0.1% of full scale.

•

Temperature Limits: 32 to 104°F (0 to 40°C).
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•

Pressure Limits:
6.895 bar
100.0 bar
203.6 in Hg
689.5 kPa
2768 in w.c.
5171 mm Hg
6895 mbar

•

Storage Temperature Limits: -4 to 176°F (-20 to 80°C).

•

Display: 0.42" (10.6 mm) 4 digit LCD.

•

Power Requirements: 9 volt alkaline battery.

•

Weight: 14.1 oz (400 g).

•

Connections: Two 1/8" (3.18 mm) female NPT.

Fig. 3.15. 36 gauge K-type Thermocouple with molded subminiature connector.
•

Thermocouples

36 gauge K-type thermocouples (5SC-TT-K-36-36) as shown in Figure 3.15 were used
for the temperature measurements. The technical specifications of the K-type
thermocouples used are as follows:
•

K-type calibration

•

36 AWG Wires with PFA Insulation. Max. Service Temp 260°C (500°F)

•

Made from Special Limits of Error Wire

•

36” Lengths Standard
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•

Molded Subminiature Connector with Integral Strain Relief/Spool

•

Max Service Temp for Connector Body 220°C (425°F)
All the thermocouple readouts were taken using a data acquisition system.

Four such thermocouples were placed on the top surface of the device and one at the
bottom surface. One thermocouple was placed on the heater surface. Five other
thermocouples were used for the water temperature measurement. Two were placed at the
inlet and three at the outlet. Fig. 3.7 shows a schematic of the thermocouple placement in
the test section.
The two specimens were tested under similar conditions of temperature and
pressure and the same experimental procedure was followed. First thermocouples were
inserted into each inlet and tube with the help of a T-fitting and then sealed with epoxy
(Fig. 3.16). In the same fashion, thermocouples were inserted into each outlet tube but the
epoxy sealing was not required. The tubes along with the thermocouples were then
connected to the inlet and outlet of the device. Another thermocouple was placed at the
bottom surface of the device which was then placed in the insulation. Four other
thermocouples and the heater were placed on the top surface of the device. Further,
connections to measure the differential pressure and flow rate were made. These settings
were maintained same for both the specimen.

Epoxy

To fluid supply channel

To data acquisition
Thermocouple
Plastic tube

Water

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.16. (a) Schematic showing the placement of inlet thermocouple (b) Picture of the
connection.
•

InstruNet DAQ

InstruNet Model 100 analog/digital input/output system (fig.3.17) connected to a PC was
used for the temperature readout. Temperature measurement using a thermocouple
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involved connecting the two thermocouple leads to a pair of instruNet Vin+ and Vininput terminals. Figure 3.18 shows a schematic of the terminals available on the
instruNet hardware. An additional wire was installed from the instruNet Vin- screw
terminal to the instruNet GND screw terminal, at the instruNet hardware, as illustrated
below (fig.3.19). InstruNet calculates the value of the temperature in degrees Celsius
using a polynomial linearizing equation.

Fig. 3.17. InstruNet data acquisition unit.

(www.instrunet.com)

Fig. 3.18. Schematic of the terminals available on a InstruNet Model 100 analog/digital
input/output system.

(www.instrunet.com)

Fig.3.19. Schematic of the thermocouple connection at the instruNet hardware.
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•

Flow Meter
Flow rates were measured using a calibrated Polycarbonate panel-mount flow

meter as shown in the figure 3.20. Its technical specifications are:
•

Range: 4-40 gph

•

Max. Pressure: 100 psi @ 150°

•

Maximum Temperature: 150° F

•

Accuracy: ±4% FS
It is made of high-impact black polycarbonate and is an economical choice for

applications with low flow rates at high pressure. It has a direct reading scale, Type 316
stainless steel fitting, a black glass float, Viton O-rings, and NPT female type
connections.

Fig. 3.20. Polycarbonate panel mount flow meter with control valve and tube
connections.
•

IR Camera
The surface temperature of the metallic MHE was measured using an infrared

thermography technique. The IR system used is a FLIR ThermaCAM SC 500 (fig. 3.21).
The camera offers a high quality, non intrusive method for obtaining thermal data
through a commercially available software package for data analysis. The camera has a
range of - 40ºC to 500ºC. The ThermaCAM 500 utilizes uncooled microbolometer
longwave detectors to sense IR radiation. This makes them ideal for general thermal
measurement applications. The SC 500 system features real time 14-bit digital output, a
320 x 240 pixel detector, precision temperature measurement, internal data storage, and
outstanding thermal sensitivity. The camera has the following specifications: the field of
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view and minimum focus distance are 24º x 18º and 0.5m respectively; the spectral range
is 7.5 to 13 µm and accuracy is +/- 2% or 2ºC.

Fig. 3.21. SC 500 IR Camera used for capturing the infrared thermographs.

Fig. 3.22. Schematic of the IR camera placement for infrared thermography.
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Figure 3.22 shows a schematic of the set-up for infrared thermography. This setup is similar to the one used for the heat transfer tests. However, there is no insulation
around the bottom face of the metallic MHE specimen and also, that face is painted black
in order to improve its emissivity up to 0.96. The system calibration was conducted using
a thermocouple placed on the black painted test surface to act as the benchmark. This
thermocouple was used to estimate the emissivity of the test surface.
3.2 Flow Visualization

Attempts were made to visualize the flow field inside the micro-channels. Two
different techniques were used for the same. The first technique was to inject a dye into
the flow stream and the other technique was to pass an oil-in-water solution through the
micro-channels. For both the cases, videos were recorded using a high resolution high
speed camera coupled to a microscope with 200X magnification. Following are the
details of the apparatus used.
•

Dye
Readily available green food color shown in figure 3.23 was used as a dye. It

consists of water, propylene glycol, FD & C yellow 5, FD & C blue 1, and propylparaben
preservative. It was injected into the microchannels with the help of oral syringes shown
in figure 3.24.

Fig. 3.23. Green Food Color.
•

Oral Syringe
Figure 3.24 shows readily available oral syringes that were used for injecting the

food color as well as injecting the oil-in-water solution into the microchannels.
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•

PAM Cooking Oil Spray
In order to make a stable oil-in-water solution with the oil bubbles of the order of

few microns, PAM cooking oil spray was used (fig. 3.25). This spray comprises of
Canola oil as the main ingredient with some kind of propellant which probably keeps the
oil bubbles from coagulating. It also contains Grain alcohol and Soy Lecithin.

Fig. 3.24. Oral Syringes of two different sizes.

Fig. 3.25. PAM Cooking oil spray.

Fig. 3.26. High Speed High Resolution Camera – Microscope System with a PC
interface.
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•

High Resolution High Speed Camera - Microscope System
Figure 3.26 shows a high resolution high speed camera attached to a microscope

and a PC interface. This set-up comes with software programmed to capture digital
images and videos through the microscope. This unit has a maximum capture speed of 30
fps (frames per second) and can capture a 15 seconds long video at this capture speed. It
has a highest resolution of 1280 X 1024.
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
This section deals with the methodology used to collect and process the data in an
understandable manner.
4.1 Heat Transfer Measurements

Heat transfer measurements were performed on both the Cu and Al MHE
specimens at similar input heat fluxes, differential water pressures, and volumetric water
flow rates, which ranged respectively from 15 to 39watt/cm2, 6.9×103 to 4.5×105Pa (1 to
65psi), and 0.05 to 0.8liter/min. Input heat flux and water flow rates were adjusted such
that the difference in outlet and inlet water temperatures is >7oC in all cases. From energy
balance, the steady state power gain by the water flowing through the MHE can be
expressed as
q gain = ρ c p Q& (To, min − Ti, avg )

(4.1)

where the volumetric flow rate was obtained by measuring the volume of water collected
at the exit over a fixed period of time. The average inlet water temperature was obtained
from readings of the two thermocouples placed within the fluid supply channel. The
minimum outlet water temperature was obtained by taking the minimum reading from the
three thermocouples placed within the drain plenum. Therefore, q gain computed from
equation (4.1) represents a conservative calculation of water power gain.
The overall averaged heat transfer coefficient for the microchannel array was
computed using
h=

q gain
Atotal (Tw − Tm )

(4.2)

where Atotal is the total area available for convection within the test specimen. It is evident
from Fig. 3.7 that the inlet water temperature was measured from thermocouples placed
at locations before the water enters the fluid supply channel, while the outlet water
temperature was measured from thermocouples placed at locations very close to the
microchannel exits. Therefore, Atotal is taken to be the sum of contributions from the fluid
supply channel and the microchannel array. Because the hydraulic diameter of the supply
channel greatly exceeds that of the microchannels, including the supply channel area in
Atotal presents a conservative estimate of h. The mean water temperature, Tm, was taken to
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be (To, avg + Ti, avg ) / 2 . In all measurements on both Cu and Al MHE specimens, Tm ranged
from 25 to 50oC. Because it is difficult to measure the exact wall temperature, Tw is
estimated by taking the average between the mean reading of the four thermocouples
placed on the MHE top surface and the reading of a single thermocouple placed on the
MHE bottom surface [see Fig. 3.7].
Infrared thermography was used to determine external surface temperature of the
MHE specimens to estimate the overall cooling rate and cooling time constant. The MHE
surface was painted black to increase emissivity up to 0.96. The MHE specimens were
initially heated to a set temperature before water was introduced into the microchannels.
Surface temperature images were captured at 60Hz with a FLIR SC500 camera. A
thermocouple placed on the imaged specimen surface was used to calibrate the IR camera
response. In each IR image a rectangular area was marked and the average temperature of
that area was used to plot the transient temperature profile.
The experimental uncertainty for each measured parameter was estimated. The
uncertainties of microchannel dimension measurements, δH, δW, and δL, were 5.5µm,
5µm, and 50µm, respectively. The uncertainties of the supply channel dimension
measurements, δHs, δWs, and δLs, were 5.5µm, 9.5µm, and 200µm, respectively. For the
flow rate measurements, the uncertainty of volume reading was 2.5ml. The total volume
of water collected during flow rate measurements was >300ml in all cases. Therefore
uncertainty in Q& measurements was better than 0.8%. The uncertainty for each
thermocouple reading was 0.25oC or less. This uncertainty in temperature measurements
was used to estimate uncertainties of quantities such as To-Ti, and Tw-Tm, as well as ρ, µ,
and Kf through their known dependence on temperature [142].
4.2 Data Reduction

The Reynolds number corresponding to water flowing through the microchannels
is related to the average water velocity or mass flow rate through the microchannels by
the following relation:
Re =

ρV Dh 4M&
=
µ
pµ

(4.3)

where both water density and viscosity depend on temperature [142]. The differential
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pressure across the microchannel inlet and outlet needed to generate the desired water
flow is expressed through the Darcy friction factor [39, 142],
f =

∆PDh
1
ρV 2 L
2

(4.4)

Measured heat transfer coefficients were converted to dimensionless Nusselt
numbers based on the average hydraulic diameter of the microchannels [47, 142].
Nu =

h Dh
Kf

(4.5)

where, values of Dh for the Cu and Al MHE specimens are given in Table 3.1, and Kf is
the thermal conductivity of water at Tm [142].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.1. Cu microchannel specimen covered with a PMMA sheet and placed on an
Aluminium base.
4.3 Flow Visualization

Attempts to visualize the flow inside the micro-channels were made. In order to
visualize the flow, instead of bonding a corresponding metal block on top, a thin PMMA
sheet was attached (shown in fig. 4.1(a)). The PMMA sheet was thin enough to have a
good focus of the Microscope on a particular micro-channel. The flow was monitored
under a magnification of 200X. At such a high magnification, even a very small
disturbance can affect the focus. Hence, it was required to have a sturdy base for the
micro-channel array. The micro-channel array was placed on the base as shown in figure
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4.1 and the inlet and outlet connections were made. The inlet was connected to an oral
syringe which was used to push water through the channels.
For the visualization, two approaches were used – one was to inject a readily
available food color into the flow stream and the other was to inject an oil-in-water
solution. In the former technique, flow visualization is based on the difference in color of
the flow field; while in the latter technique, visualization is based on the observing the
traveling oil bubbles. The oil-in-water solution was prepared by spraying readily
available cooking spray in water and then mixing it with an egg-beater for about 5
minutes. The solution was then placed on a stirrer for another 5 minutes. The size of the
oil bubbles that remained suspended in the solution ranged from 5 microns to about 15
microns. Figure 4.2 shows microscopic images of the solution with a magnification of
200X. This solution was stable even after two hours.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.2. Microscopic images of the oil-in-water solution at a magnification of 200X.

4.4 Numerical Simulation

Attempts were made to numerically simulate the heat transfer phenomena in the
Al- and Cu- based MHE. Lattice Boltzmann method, a particle based meso-scopic
approach (discussed in chapter 2) and Fluent, a commercially available finite volume
solver were used for the same. Due to the constraints in the computational space, only a
two dimensional rectangular geometry of dimensions 0.626 X 3.91 mm for Cu MHE and
of dimensions 0.589 X 3.68 mm for Al MHE was considered for LBM simulations.
These dimensions were selected by equating the channel height to the hydraulic
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diameters and taking the thickness of the top and bottom walls to be equal to the height of
the channel. The whole computational domain was discretized into 93 X 575 square
lattices. Fluent simulations were also performed for the same domain and lattice sizes. In
all the simulations, flow field was considered to be laminar. Since the length of the
channel studied was approximately one third of the actual length, it is reasonable enough
to consider a fully developed flow field inside the channel. In other words, the flow was
assumed to be thermally developing and not simultaneously developing.
In the LBM simulations, first the flow field was solved for various pressure
gradients in order to match the experimental Reynolds numbers and then the energy
equation was solved for those Reynolds numbers. Fluent simulations were run for the
same set of Reynolds numbers. However, in order to simulate a thermally developing
flow in Fluent, a fully developed velocity profile was needed to be applied at the channel
inlet. For this a user defined function was written. The velocity profile was evaluated
using the analytical expression of a fully developed Poiseuille flow given by:

 dP  H
ux =  −

 dx  4µ

2

where ux is the axial velocity, − dP

dx


y2 
1
−

2 
 H 

(4.6)

is the pressure gradient, 2H is the channel height

and y is the distance from the center of the channel.
For most of the experiments performed, the average wall temperature in both Aland Cu- based MHE specimens was about 325 K and hence, in all the simulations the
wall temperature was considered to be 325 K.
Additionally, 3-D fluent simulations were also performed for both Al and Cu
specimens. However, the length of the channels were taken to be about half of the actual
length. The cross sectional area for the fluid flow was taken to be 300 microns X 150
microns and the thickness of the wall surrounding the channel was taken to be 150
microns. In these cases for Al and Cu specimens the flow was considered to be
simultaneously developing.
In all the simulations, the overall heat transfer rate was computed using equation
(4.2). For the 3-D case the total area for convection was taken to be the total inside
surface area. In case of 2-D, the geometry was assumed to be a pipe of radius equal to the
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height of the channel and hence the total area for convection was circumference times the
length of the channel. This assumption can be made due to the symmetry of the problem.
The Reynolds number and the Nusselt number were computed based on the hydraulic
diameters of the channel.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
5.1 Heat Transfer Measurements

Figure 5.1(a) shows the collection of data regarding the rates of water flow
through the microchannel array in the Cu MHE specimen and the associated pressure
drops, expressed in the form of Darcy friction factor versus Reynolds number. The data
were collected during heat transfer testing and, as stated above, in a range of mean water
temperatures of 25oC < Tm < 50oC instead of at a constant Tm. The data show a rapid drop
of f from greater than 0.25 to ~0.15 as Re increases from 250 to 500. As Re increases
further from 500 to 2000, a less rapid decrease of f from ~0.15 to ~0.08 is observed. As
Re increases beyond 2000, the decrease in f is even less rapid. Included in Fig 5.1(a) are
results of friction factor calculations for fully developed laminar flow in a rectangular
channel, f = 63.1 / Re , with W and H adopting average values for the microchannel array
within the Cu MHE specimen [49, 143]. It is evident that the laminar flow calculations
show reasonable agreement with measured friction factors at Re < 350. At Re > 500,
measured f values are significantly higher than those from the laminar flow calculations.
Plotted also in Fig 5.1(a) are friction factor values calculated from the Blasius equation
for fully developed turbulent flow in smooth pipes, f = 0.316 / Re 0.25 , at Re > 2000 [39,
142, 144]. Fitting of the present data set in the range of Re > 2000 shows that measured f
values can be reasonably described by a Re −0.25 dependence, although the proportionality
constant is instead ~0.55 i.e., f = 0.55 / Re0.25 .
Figure 5.1(b) shows Darcy friction factor plotted versus Reynolds number for
water flowing through the microchannel array in the Al MHE specimen. The data were
again collected during heat transfer testing, and in the temperature range of 25oC < Tm <
50oC. The variation of f with Re appears similar to that observed for the Cu MHE
specimen. Figure 5.1(b) also displays results of friction factor calculations for fully
developed laminar flow in a rectangular channel, f = 65.7 / Re , with W and H adopting
average values for the microchannel array within the Al MHE specimen [49, 143].
Friction factor values calculated from the Blasius equation are also displayed at Re >
2000. Fitting of the data set in the range of Re > 2000 again shows that measured f values
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can be reasonably described by a Re −0.25 dependence with a proportionality constant of
~0.45 i.e., f = 0.45 / Re0.25 .

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.1. Data on water flow through microchannel arrays: (a) Darcy friction factor versus
Reynolds number for the Cu MHE specimen; (b) Darcy friction factor versus Reynolds
number for the Al MHE specimen.
Liu and Garimella [38] investigated water flow in smooth rectangular
microchannels with hydraulic diameter ranging from 244 to 974µm, combining friction
factor measurements with flow visualization. In long channels with L/Dh ranging from 42
to 127, their measured friction factors agreed with laminar flow calculations up to Re
~1600. Judging from significant friction factor deviation from laminar flow calculations
combined with flow visualization, they concluded that turbulent flow occurred at Re >
2000, with the transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurring over ~1600 < Re <
2000 [38]. Mala and Li [39] observed water flow through microtubes with diameters
ranging from 50 to 254µm, and divided their friction factor versus Reynolds number data
into three regions: at Re < 500 where observations agreed with laminar flow calculations;
at Re > 1500 where observations followed the Blasius equation for turbulent flow; and a
transition region with 500 < Re < 1500 where measured friction factors are higher than
those from laminar flow calculations.
The range of presently measured f values, from ~0.06 to ~0.25, is in agreement
with that from Liu and Garimella [38] as well as with that from Mala and Li [39]. The
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detailed dependence of f on Re presently observed from the Cu and Al MHE specimens is
in better agreement with the data of Mala and Li [39]. The present data, shown in Figs
5.1(a) and 5.1(b), indicate that measured friction factors lay above the corresponding
laminar flow calculations at Re > 500. At Re > 2000, data from both the Cu and Al MHE
specimens follow the Re-0.25 dependence of the Blasius equation, although with
proportionality constants higher than 0.316 in both cases. Thus extended transition
regions, in the range of ~500 < Re < ~2000, are suggested by the present data from the
Cu and Al MHE specimens. It is speculated that this extended transition region is at least
partly due to the presence of significant surface roughness within the microchannel
arrays. It should be noted that, absent flow visualization data, assigning the upper
Reynolds number of the transition region to Re~2000 is somewhat arbitrary. It should
also be pointed out that pressure loss corrections due to the presence of the fluid supply
channel and drain plenum were not applied. Therefore the friction factors displayed in
Figs 5.1(a) and 5.1(b) may be somewhat higher than their true values. Notwithstanding
this consideration, it is believed that the presence of ~10µm surface roughness within the
microchannels may contribute toward the observed higher friction factors, both in the
transition and the turbulent regions.
Figure 5.2 shows the collection of data regarding overall averaged heat transfer
coefficients in the Cu and Al MHE specimens and the associated water flow through the
corresponding microchannel arrays, expressed in the form of Nusselt number versus
Reynolds number. Data collection was limited to Re~3000 due to pressure limitation of
the plastic tube connections. Figure 5.2 shows that, in the range of 500 < Re < 2250, good
agreement exists between Nusselt numbers measured respectively from the Cu and the Al
MHE specimens. At Re > 2500, data from the Cu and the Al MHE specimens start to
diverge, with Nu values from the Cu specimen exceeding those from the Al specimen.
Also shown in Fig. 5.2 for comparison are the data of Lee et al. [47], obtained from
machined Cu microchannels. This particular data set were taken from microchannels with
Dh=318µm, the smallest Dh value they studied, and extend over a smaller range of Re,
from ~500 to ~2500. As evident from Fig. 5.2, the presently measured Nu values are
greater than those of Lee et al. [47] over much of the range of 500 < Re < 2500. Nusselt
number values of Lee et al. [47] approach the present data at Re~500 and Re~2500.
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Fig. 5.2. Data on heat transfer characteristics: Nusselt number versus Reynolds number.
Red and blue symbols are data from the Cu and Al MHE specimens, respectively. The
green symbols are data of Lee et al.[32].
Visualization of flow within the microchannel arrays is not possible for the
assembled, non-transparent, Cu and Al MHE specimens. It is speculated that the presence
of significant surface roughness within the microchannel arrays resulting from the
molding replication process is responsible for the observed higher Nu values as compared
to those of Lee et al. [47]. The increased surface roughness within the microchannel
arrays may lead to increased cross-wise flow mixing, resulting in higher heat transfer as
compared to smoother channels. The increase in flow mixing due to surface roughness
becomes less important when flow is very slow (Re < 500) or very fast (Re > 2500),
where flow perturbations from surface features are secondary as the entire flow becomes
turbulent. The divergence between Nu values measured from the Cu and Al MHE
specimens at Re > 2500 is not understood at the present time. The present data on the Cu
and Al MHE specimens suggest that controlling surface roughness of or engineering
profiles into microchannels may be beneficial for heat transfer. The efficacy of such an
approach awaits future investigation.
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Fig. 5.3. Overall cooling characteristics of the Cu and Al MHE specimens: (a) Cu MHE
surface temperature versus time as water is flown through the microchannel array; (b) a
fit to the data shown in (a) assuming exponential decay with two time constants; (c) the
faster time constant, and (d) the slower time constant obtained through data fitting as a
function of the water pressure drop across the MHE device. Black, red, and blue symbols
denote time constants obtained with starting temperatures of 70, 85, and 100oC,
respectively.
The potential of Cu- and Al- based MHEs is illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Initially, the
heaters attached to the Cu MHE specimen was turned on and the specimen was allowed
to reach a set temperature of ~100oC. Keeping the same power input (~20W) into the
heaters, water was suddenly introduced into the Cu MHE by fixing a ∆P across the outlet
and inlet. The specimen surface temperature was monitored in real time using the IR
camera. Figure 5.3(a) shows the change in surface temperature of the Cu MHE as a
function of time after water was introduced into the specimen at a fixed ∆P. The MHE
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surface temperature drops more than 50oC within the first 5 seconds, followed by a more
gradual decrease to ~30oC in the next 60 seconds. The first and faster drop in temperature
occurs when water draws heat away from the Cu bulk. The second and more gradual drop
in temperature occurs when heat is drawn away from the surrounding PVC insulation.
The insulation has a higher heat capacity, resulting in a more gradual decrease in
temperature. Figure 5.3(b) shows a fit to the measured surface temperature versus time
data, assuming a compound exponential decay with two distinct time constants τ1 and τ2.
Here, the temperature was first normalized and then fitted using the expression:
T (t ) = A1e −t /τ1 + A2 e − t /τ 2

(5.1)

where, T(t) is the normalized transient temperature, τ1 and τ2 are the cooling time
constants corresponding to the heat flux from the heater and surroundings respectively
and the constants A1 and A2 give an idea about the magnitude of these different heat
fluxes. The constants for all the test cases have been reported in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2.
Table 5.1. Constants for Al-based MHE.

Pressure Drop
(psi)
25.2
25.1
25
40.4
40.5
40.4

A1

τ1(sec)

A2

τ2(sec)

0.63319
0.65515
0.67993
0.72496
0.80313
0.70437

2.18872
2.3011
2.17843
1.88696
2.03842
1.82759

0.36696
0.33922
0.34203
0.29739
0.29047
0.30823

15.50716
18.14155
17.7377
15.57753
15.18432
13.26754

Table 5.2. Constants for Cu-based MHE.

Pressure Drop
(psi)
10.2
10
10.5
20.5
20.3
20.2
40.2
40
39.9

A1

τ1(sec)

A2

τ2(sec)

0.35755
0.40668
0.48393
0.59791
0.50407
0.47152
0.51694
0.55367
0.674

1.65058
1.81968
1.97372
1.66263
1.39206
1.46668
1.03597
1.11859
1.15714

0.64535
0.59276
0.57198
0.50274
0.50344
0.54768
0.44524
0.44608
0.36364

11.47543
12.55087
13.20602
10.27134
9.90178
7.81155
8.34396
7.98393
7.97655
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It is evident that an excellent fit to the data was obtained using such a two-timeconstant fit. Consistent with expectation, τ1 is on the order of a few sec while τ2 is on the
order of a few tens of sec. Figures 5.3(c) and 5.3(d) show values of fitted time constant τ1
and τ2 for both the Cu and Al MHE specimen, obtained at different values of ∆P and
initial specimen temperature T1. As T1 varies from 70 to 100oC, fitted values of τ1 and τ2
show no significant variation. As expected, τ1 decreases with increasing ∆P or water flow
rate, and is in the range of 1 to 2 seconds for the Cu MHE and 2 to 2.5 seconds for the Al
MHE. The time constants (τ2) corresponding to the heat flux from the surrounding
insulation show a similar trend but are one order higher in magnitude. Such reduced
response is due to a large difference in the thermal conductivities of the insulation and the
metallic device. Moreover, the Al MHE device response is slower than the Cu MHE
device due to the basic difference in thermal conductivity of the metals. Copper has
higher thermal conductivity and thus results in lower time constants.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.4. Transient cooling mode behavior of metallic MHE from initial state to the
steady state: (a) Cu MHE specimen; (b) Al MHE specimen.
Figure 5.4 shows the transient cooling mode behavior of metallic MHE from the
initial state to the steady state. At instant 1, the heaters were switched on to provide an
input power of 370 W. The surface temperature was constantly monitored with help of
thermocouples placed on the surface was allowed to rise. As soon as the surface
temperature reached 100oC, the valve was opened to push the water through the
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microchannels (instant 2) and within a minute the system reached steady state (instant 4).
Infrared images were taken for the whole duration at 60 Hz capture rate and processed to
obtain the cooling curve (Fig. 13.). Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the thermographs
corresponding to each instant for Cu- and Al- based MHE specimens respectively. The
thermographs at instants 2 and 3 give an idea of the cooling effectiveness of the metalbased microchannel device. The time difference between instant 2 and instant 3 is just
about a second for both Cu and Al specimens. The fourth thermograph indicates the rise
in coolant temperature as well as even heating of the coolant as it passes through the
microchannels. It can also be observed from the fourth thermograph that the insulation is
at a temperature slightly lower than the outlet temperature showing that there is some
heat flowing from the surrounding insulation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5.5. Infrared thermographs at different instants of time for Cu MHE specimen. (a) t =
5s; (b) t = 33.091s; (c) t = 34.042s; (d) t = 60s.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5.6. Infrared thermographs at different instants of time for Al MHE specimen. (a) t =
5.5s; (b) t = 28.7s; (c) t = 29.5s; (d) t = 49s.

5.2 Flow Visualization

Figure 5.7 shows the images of the flow through one of the microchannels. Figure
5.7(a) shows an image of the channel with only water flowing through it. The image was
clipped from a 15 second long video (avi format) which was recorded with the help of a
Camera-Microscope system. Matlab program was used to separate all the frames and
save those as jpeg and bitmap images. Since nothing can be inferred from such an image,
a green coloured dye was introduced into the flow field and a similar procedure was
followed to obtain the images 5.7(b) and 5.7(c). It can be seen in the image 5.7(b) that
green colored dye is flowing more close to the wall on the right and in image 5.7(c) it is
more close to the wall on the left. From these two images it can be inferred that eddies
are formed in the flow field and that the flow was in the transition region. However, no
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other concrete conclusions can be made about the flow field. It was also observed that the
dye being water based diffused very fast into the flow stream. This results in an
ambiguity that the flow is actually transitional or is it only the diffusivity of the dye in
water.

(b)

(a)

(c)
Fig. 5.7. Visualization of the flow field in the Cu MHE specimen using a green colored
dye at a magnification of 200X.
In order to overcome such ambiguous results, a different scheme was employed to
visualize the flow field. Instead of introducing a dye in the flow stream, an oil-in-water
solution was used. With the help of a proper mixing and stabilizing agents, 5 to 15
micron sized stable oil bubbles were obtained. This solution was pushed through the
microchannel unit and using a similar capturing procedure discussed earlier, images
5.8(a), 5.8(b) and 5.8(c) were obtained. These three images are consecutive images
extracted from a video file recorded at 30 fps. Due to the high resolution of the camera
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and low flow rate through the microchannels, most of the bubbles are visible and
traceable. It can clearly be inferred from the images that not all the bubbles have same
velocity and that there is some kind of circulation in the flow. This approach is by far
more informative than the earlier approach. However, due to the limitations on the
maximum capture rates of the camera used, no further research was done in this regard.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5.8. Visualization of the flow field in the Cu MHE specimen using oil-in-water
solution at a magnification of 200X.

5.3 Numerical Simulation

The heat transfer experiments and infrared thermography gave a detailed picture
of the overall heat transfer rates and cooling performance of Al- and Cu based microchannel heat exchangers. Inspired by the results obtained, numerical simulations were
performed in order to design a model so as to study the heat transfer phenomena in metal-
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based microchannel heat exchangers. Numerical simulations were performed using lattice
Boltzmann method as well as using Fluent. However, due to computational space
constraints only thermally developing flows in a two-dimensional rectangular geometry
were considered in LBM.
First of all, the LBM code was run to simulate a fully developed channel flow for
different Reynolds number and the results were validated against the analytical results.
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the validation of the velocity profile for Al and Cu
microchannels respectively. Clearly, the LBM results match very well with the analytical
results.
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Fig. 5.9. Comparison of the velocity profile Fig. 5.10. Comparison of the velocity
obtained for Al microchannels using LBM profile obtained for Cu microchannels
with the analytical solution.
using LBM with the analytical solution.
The LB model used to simulate the heat transfer was same as that used by Peng et
al. [95]. In this model only the velocity profile was required in order to solve the energy
equation under the assumption that the viscous dissipation and pressure compressible
work are negligible. On the other hand Fluent solves the Navier-Stokes equation along
with the energy equation without any of the above assumptions. The results of the D2Q9
LBM simulations were compared with those of fluent simulations for both Al- and Cubased microchannels for different Reynolds numbers.
Figure 5.11 shows the comparison of Nusselt numbers computed using LBM and
Fluent with the experimental data for Cu specimen. In case of 2-D simulation using the
fluent model, both simultaneously developing and thermally developing flows were
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considered. Since the channel length considered was about one third of the actual length,
thermally developing flow gave a very good estimation of the overall Nusselt number.
Moreover, the assumption that the flow is thermally developing is more practical. It is
well known that for low Reynolds number flows, the development length is very small
and hence, much before the midway of the channel the flow gets fully developed. Also,
while estimating the Nusselt number from experimental data, average wall temperature
was used. This average wall temperature was applied at the solid boundaries in all the
simulations. The 3-D flow was considered to be simultaneously developing subjected to
constant wall temperatures. In this case, the length of the channel was taken to be one
half of the actual length. Due to these two reasons, the Nusselt number predicted was a
bit higher than those obtained experimentally. It can be seen in the figure that the LBM
simulations predict a linear variation of the Nusselt number with Reynolds number. The
Fluent simulations however, show a non-linear behavior for all the cases.
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Fig. 5.11. Variation of Nusselt number with Reynolds number for Cu specimen computed
using LBM, 2D Fluent, and 3D Fluent models and their comparison with the
corresponding experimental data.
Figure 5.12 shows the comparison of Nusselt numbers computed using LBM and
Fluent with the experimental data for Al specimen. Only thermally developing flow was
considered for the 2-D geometry and simultaneously developing flow for the 3-D case.
Here again, the 3-D case predicted a higher Nusselt number. The Nusselt number
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predicted by LBM and Fluent simulations for Al specimens were slightly higher than
those for predicted for Cu specimen. This difference may be due to the smaller channel
dimensions in Al and not due to the material. For Al specimen as well, LBM predicted a
linear relationship between the Reynolds number and Nusselt number as opposed to nonlinear behavior predicted by Fluent simulations.
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Fig. 5.12. Variation of Nusselt number with Reynolds number for Al specimen computed
using LBM, 2D Fluent, and 3D Fluent models and their comparison with the
corresponding experimental data.
This linear behavior shown by the LBM simulations may be due to the
sufficiently developed boundary condition applied at the channel outlet and also may be
due to the dropping of the viscous heating and pressure compressible work terms.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Heat transfer tests were conducted on Cu- and Al- based microchannel arrays
which were assembled through eutectic bonding to form entirely Cu- and Al- based MHE
prototypes. The tests were conducted to determine the average rate of heat transfer from
heater blocks placed outside the MHEs to water flowing within the microchannel arrays
and to determine the overall cooling rate and time constants for these metallic MHEs.
The presently measured Nu values are higher than those previously obtained from
smoother Cu microchannels. It is speculated that the presence of significant surface
roughness within the microchannel arrays resulted in increased flow mixing and thus the
observed higher heat transfer rate. Enhancement in heat transfer was demonstrated for
both the Cu and Al MHE specimens. Additionally, rapid cooling of the electrically heated
MHE specimen bulk was achieved by running water through the microchannels. The time
constant for the MHE device was found out to be lower for Cu channels with response
times around 1-2 seconds. The response time for Aluminium MHE specimen was only
slightly lower due to the lower thermal conductivity relative to Copper. Surrounding
conditions were observed to play an important role by considerably increasing the
cooling time.
Attempts were made to visualize the flow field inside the microchannels using a
dye as well as oil-in-water solution. Oil-in-water solution was observed to give better
results. With the help of high-speed cameras (~ 1000fps) a lot can be learnt about the
flow characteristics such as the transitional Reynolds number and affects of wall surface
roughness, inside a microchannel.
A two-speed nine speed D2Q9 Lattice Boltzmann model and Fluent, a
commercially available finite volume solver, were used to predict the heat transfer
behavior inside Al- and Cu- based MHE specimens. The simplified LB model was
observed to predict the thermal behavior fairly well. However, the predictions were not as
good as those predicted by fluent. The accuracy of the LB model can be improved by
considering a more developed LB model with better boundary treatment. This will
however require more computational space leading to the development of a parallel
computation algorithm.
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The demonstration of fabrication and thermal performance for metal based MHE
devices has enormous potential in many heat transfer problems primarily in avionics and
electronic cooling. It is clear that the use of metal based micro heat exchangers may result
in significant improvement in cooling efficiency for microelectronic systems.
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